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The fungus Botrytis cinerea causes severe diseases in many crops. In grapevines, it causes Botrytis bunch rot (BBR),
one of the most reported diseases worldwide. It affects all herbaceous organs of the vine, especially the ripe
berries, causing significant reductions in yield and wine quality. Botrytis detection models traditionally focus on
temporal analysis at a specific spatial location, ignoring the study of the spatial variability of the crop. Unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) equipped with multispectral cameras can provide high-resolution images that can be
valuable information to develop a tool for aerial pest detection. This paper proposes an algorithm to assess the
risk of Botrytis development in a vineyard in Spain, using as input products generated by UAV imagery: DTM
(Digital Terrain Model), NDVI (Normalised Difference Vegetation Index), CHM (Canopy Height Model) and LAI
(Leaf Area Index). They represent the height and architecture of the canopy, the topography and the plant status.
Healthy vines were significantly different from vines affected by Botrytis (p < 0.05) in each of these variables,
supporting the consistency of using these inputs for the model. This methodology combines photogrammetric,
spatial analysis techniques, and machine learning classification methods with deep vineyard-related agronomic
knowledge to produce heatmaps with acceptable accuracy (R2 > 0.7) that may support vineyard managers in
understanding the spatial variability of the disease, allowing the spatial 2D visualisation of the risk of BBR
disease development and, potentially, resulting in higher operational efficiency and reducing phytosanitary
treatments, as well as economic costs. Furthermore, the present work takes advantage of imaging technologies
that provide information about any location in the field, not only about specific points in the vineyard, sug
gesting that UAV imagery is appropriate to measure the likelihood of BBR development within the vineyard,
highlighting the importance of efficient disease management based on spatial variability.

1. Introduction
The fungus Botrytis cinerea causes numerous types of diseases in
many plants. Particularly, grey moulds are among the most important
diseases of many crops and can be severe and economically damaging
(Agrios, 2005). It causes Botrytis bunch rot in grapevines (BBR), a dis
ease that affects all herbaceous organs of the vine, especially ripe
berries, and causes significant reductions in yield and wine quality,
having a major influence on the aromatic profiles of wines (Agrios,
2005; Elmer and Michailides, 2007; Lopez Pinar et al., 2017). It is the
third most reported disease in European, North American and Australian
vineyards, and the first cause of infection in irrigated vineyards in South
America (Bois et al., 2017). The infection can progress on vines at any
phenological stage, although from berry ripening onwards, the grapes
may be more susceptible (Kretschmer et al., 2007), caused by various

factors, e.g. the presence of sugars, which diffuse through the berry skin
and are available for fungal growth before penetration (Kosuge and
Hewitt, 1964). The fungus also affects alternative hosts, including
herbicide-treated or senescing weeds and other crops. It overwinters on
several sources, such as fruit and prunings left on the ground or grape
clusters and canes left on vines (Elmer and Michailides, 2007).
Typically, the protocol for managing the disease is based on a routine
application of fungicides at specific phenological stages, resulting in
unnecessary and redundant treatments as the actual risk of disease
development is not considered. González-Domínguez et al. (2019)
report that the number of sprays needed to control BBR in a vineyard can
vary based on several factors, such as weather conditions, variety,
microclimate, canopy structure or the presence of previous disorders.
Apparently, this decision can be simplified by the use of models to
predict the risk of developing the disease, which usually try to explain
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the occurrence of BBR at a given time using physical variables, such as
weather (Hill et al., 2019) or including specific parameters related to the
phenology of the vineyard (González-Domínguez et al., 2015; Molitor
et al., 2016; Fedele et al., 2020), however, in most cases, the results only
represent a specific location where the measurements have been taken.
In addition, they frequently consider pathogen-related variables; still,
they do not consider host-related variables, such as the state of the
plants, their agronomic characteristics or the growth of each plant. In
other words, the spatial variability of the vineyard.
Consequently, it could be useful to develop models that complement
them and allow the creation of maps, creating different zones in the plot
according to their vulnerability, and helping the vineyard manager in
the decision-making process. To this end, using remote sensing and
multispectral imagery can be beneficial, improving site-specific man
agement and allowing the creation of operational maps, such as pre
scription maps, to optimise field operations like phytosanitary
treatments that can be loaded into variable-rate machines. This
approach will result in a better crop assessment, a reduction of costs in
crop management and higher environmental sustainability (Ammoniaci
et al., 2021). Remote sensing includes many different technologies,
including several platforms and sensors, which result in different reso
lutions and spectral data quality. Resolution is a critical factor for
developing a disease diagnosis tool that assesses spatial variability since
higher resolution allows for avoiding the effect of large pixels, such as
including the information of several plants simultaneously, soil and
shadows (Vélez et al., 2020). Moreover, enough spatial resolution will
avoid capturing the entire canopy simultaneously, mixing healthy areas
and those affected by disease or nutrient deficiency, leading to a sys
tematic underestimation of the values extracted from the images
compared with real observations (Marciniak et al., 2015). Therefore,
photogrammetric techniques and multispectral cameras, combined with
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), can provide valuable information for
multiple agricultural applications, such as evaluating water stress,
monitoring the health status of the vegetation, and identifying spatial
variability in the fields for variable rate pesticide application (Rado
glou-Grammatikis et al., 2020). Moreover, it is possible to integrate UAV
imagery in workflows aiming to improve the efficiency in the use of
agricultural inputs based on the field spatial variability (Messina et al.,
2021).
Many crop diseases can be successfully detected and mapped using
aerial imagery (Zhang et al., 2021). However, each disease has its own
development and particularities, conditioned by several factors that
require different strategies for its control (Yang, 2020). To develop these
strategies, knowledge and new approaches are needed to convert remote
sensing data into useful prescription maps for farmers and vineyard
managers. Most solutions based on aerial imagery largely rely on the
exploitation of 2D products, without exploiting the possibilities of using
the vast amount of information generated by the photogrammetric
workflow. However, 3D products, such as classified point clouds, can
improve the final product usefulness because of the addition of the third
dimension of the crop (del-Campo-Sanchez et al., 2019). In this sense,
Structure from Motion (SfM) is of special relevance within the photo
grammetric workflow. SfM is a technique that can create high-quality,
dense 3D point clouds of an object or a surface that combines ad
vances in computer vision and traditional photogrammetry (Carrivick
et al., 2016). It allows the creation of DSMs (Digital Surface Models),
including DTMs (Digital Terrain Models), and enables the construction
of CHMs (Canopy Height Models) to estimate plant height, achieving
reasonable accuracy (Xie et al., 2021). The height of the canopy is a
critical factor since canopy architecture affects plant health and the
occurrence of diseases such as Botrytis (Kraus et al., 2018). Higher
vineyards result in larger shades at canopy bases and changes in the
canopy microclimate, affecting the cluster environment and signifi
cantly impacting the fruit exposure to radiation, leading to an increased
Botrytis incidence (Smart et al., 2017).
Botrytis cinerea needs several conditions for its development. In this

way, liquid water and high relative humidity promote disease devel
opment (Williamson et al., 1995; Cotoras et al., 2009). Consequently, it
is important to consider variables that affect the relative humidity and
the microclimate of the plant, such as the differences in topography. For
example, the depressed areas will accumulate higher relative humidity
in terrains with differences in altitude. Therefore, low spots where cold
air ponds should be avoided because cold air is denser than warm air, so
it flows downhill and accumulates in these spots, lowing the tempera
ture and easing the condensation (Snyder and Abreu, 2005).
Another critical parameter is the canopy characteristics since they
affect the microclimate of the bunches and their sun exposure. The
canopy leaf area and its structure influence the radiation balance of the
plant (Baeza et al., 2010), and are related to the risk of cryptogamic
diseases (Hidalgo, 2006). The more humid the microclimate around the
grape clusters, the higher the risk of grey mould (Bois et al., 2017),
forcing practices such as leaf removal to reduce the incidence of Botrytis
infections due to increased sun exposition (Creasy and Creasy, 2009).
Finally, another common approach to canopy assessment is using
vegetation indices since they help to study the plant status. NDVI, or
Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (Rouse et al., 1973), is one of
the most used indices in viticulture (Giovos et al., 2021), and it has
proven to be a valuable tool in viticulture for a wide range of applica
tions (Urretavizcaya et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2017; Anastasiou et al.,
2018; Vélez et al., 2020). It employs Red and Near-Infrared bands, and it
is based on the fact that healthy plants show high near-infrared reflec
tance (NIR) and very low red reflectance (Lambers and Oliveira, 2019).
NDVI has also been associated with plant vigour and other parameters
measured in the field, such as leaf area (L. F. Johnson et al., 2001;
Johnson et al., 2003; Towers et al., 2019; Matese and Di Gennaro, 2021)
or the spatial variability of the vineyard (Baluja et al., 2012; Ledderhof
et al., 2016; Pádua et al., 2019). Moreover, NDVI correlates with vine
vigour, and the latter is linked to bunch compactness, favouring the
development of BBR (Keller et al., 2001). It has been identified as a
significant factor of prime importance concerning Botrytis development
in vineyards (Pañitrur-De la Fuente et al., 2020).
Therefore, it is essential to include factors that estimate the vigour
and status of the plant, the shading and microclimate of the cluster, and
the water availability for the pathogen. In addition, other factors affect
the BBR development in vineyards, e.g. monitoring the cluster can
provide valuable information even if the disease has not yet developed.
The compactness of the bunch is another critical aspect since it is
considered one of the main factors affecting the development of Botrytis
cinerea (Elmer and Michailides, 2007), and it is possible to automatically
assess the degree of cluster compaction (Tello and Ibáñez, 2018). Still,
using the images under real field conditions is challenging because the
flight must take place at angles other than nadir, and clusters are usually
underneath the leaves. Furthermore, leaf occlusion has been reported as
a significant challenge in fruit detection, causing inaccuracies in fruit
localisation (Gongal et al., 2015), forcing leaf removals to correctly
identify and study the clusters (Font et al., 2015; Torres-Sánchez et al.,
2021). Consequently, cluster assessment is time-consuming and costly,
and only a fraction of the vineyard managers usually implement it. Thus,
a risk assessment tool should be based on factors that can be estimated
quickly in vineyards under standard management.
Based on a real case study in viticulture, UAV multispectral imagery
is used in the present work as the input to develop a methodology for
creating heatmaps of areas vulnerable to Botrytis. In order to generate
Botrytis risk maps, the current approach considers DTM, NDVI, CHM and
LAI (Leaf Area Index) estimated from multispectral images. The main
highlights of this article are two: 1) provide the first methodology to
assess the spatial variability of Botrytis cinerea development using UAV
multispectral imagery in a vineyard, and 2) generate a novel approach
using a new rationale, based on risk assessment, complementary to other
models to optimise the Botrytis detection and consequently the phyto
sanitary treatment application.
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2. Materials and methods

Table 1
Ground truth data. Affected clusters: number of affected grape
clusters per plant. Number of plants: the number of plants found for
that level of affected grape clusters.

2.1. Vineyards
The experiment was carried out during the 2021 campaign, using a
dataset from a 1.06 ha and 8.1 % slope commercial vineyard, Vitis
vinifera cv. Loureiro, located in ’Tomiño, Pontevedra’, Galicia, Spain (X:
516989.02, Y: 4644806.53; ETRS89 / UTM zone 29 N), property of
’Bodegas Terras Gauda, S.A.’ (Fig. 1). The vineyard belongs to ’Rias
Baixas AOP’ (Appellation of Origin). The plants were grafted on 196.17
C rootstock, resistant to active limestone and suitable for soils with
excessive humidity, trained in vertical shoot positioning (VSP), and
planted in 1990 with a NE-SW orientation and a 2.5 × 3 m distance
between plants and rows, respectively. The vineyard was managed ac
cording to the AOP protocol and legislation in force, and spontaneous
vegetation species grew as cover crops.
The veraison phenological stage (onset of the ripening) was around 5
August 2021, showing phenology dynamics similar to previous years.
Additionally, climate data was collected from the closest weather station
(’Paramos. Val do Dubra’). The average temperature and relative hu
midity values from 1 April to 30 September were 17.5 ºC and 78.5 %,
respectively. The cumulative rainfall for the period was 418 L/mm2. The
weather information can be found on the web service of the Meteoro
logical Observation and Prediction Unit of Galicia (https://www.
meteogalicia.gal/web/inicio.action, accessed on 2 May 2022).

Affected clusters

Number of plants

0
1
2
3
4
5
Total number of plants

91
42
13
3
3
1
153

Each infected cluster was georeferenced using a Trimble R2 Inte
grated GNSS system with a TSC3 Controller (Trimble Inc., California,
USA) capable of delivering centimetre positioning accuracy.
2.3. UAV imagery acquisition and processing
Before the UAV flight, seven ground control points (GCPs) were
located in the vineyard and georeferenced using the Trimble R2 Inte
grated GNSS system to improve the geometric accuracy of the image
mosaicking process.
The Unmanned Aerial System (UAS, Fig. 3) was composed of a DJI
M210 multi-rotor platform UAV (DJI Sciences and Technologies Ltd.,
Shenzhen, Guangdong, China) and a Micasense RedEdge 3 multispectral
camera (AgEagle Sensor Systems Inc., Wichita, Kansas, USA), equipped
with a 4.8 mm × 3.6 mm sensor size, with a 3.75 µm pixel size,
1280 × 960 resolution for each one of the bands (1.2 MP x 5 imagers,
Table 2) and a 4:3 aspect ratio. Based on the information provided by the
manufacturer, the focal length is 5.5 mm, with a field of view of 47.2
degrees horizontal and 35.4 degrees vertical. The camera has an f/2.8
aperture and was factory calibrated. The exposure time was 1/523 s,
capturing 1 picture per second, storing the files in 16-bit TIFF RAW
format and embedding metadata tags for each file in standard EXIF
format.
The flight took place on 16 September 2021, the same date as the
grape harvest, at 30 m height and nadir angle. The sky during the flight
was clear, with some isolated clouds (between 0 and 1 Okta cloud cover
conditions). As a result, 650 were captured, generating 3250 files (one
per imager). The shadows of the plants were used to extract the plant
canopy information, following Vélez et al. (2021) method, scheduling
the mission in the afternoon, between 16:00 and 16:30 (solar time), with

2.2. Ground-truth data
The study was focused on three vineyard rows, including 153
grapevine plants (Table 1). Fig. 1 shows the ROI (Region of Interest) in
red, which included a total investigated area of 1900 m2. All plants
within the ROI were considered, and each plant was accurately assessed
on both sides to locate Botrytis disease in their clusters. Botrytis bunch rot
was identified according to the literature: it produces grey mycelium
and long, branched conidiophores with rounded apical cells bearing
clusters of colourless or grey, one-celled, ovoid conidia (Agrios, 2005).
The threshold for detecting Botrytis disease infection (Fig. 2) was
established following the recommendations proposed by the European
and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization, EPPO (2002),
marking the ’presence of Botrytis disease’ as ’positive’ from EPPO scale
levels 2–5 and ’negative’ for EPPO scale level 1, according to standard
PP 1/17, Botrytis cinerea on grapevine (Anon, 2001). As a result, a total
of 94 BBR-affected clusters were found across all plants within the ROI.

Fig. 1. Vineyard location (’Tomiño, Pontevedra’, Galicia, Spain). Coordinates in ETRS89 / UTM zone 29 N.
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Fig. 2. Example of clusters’ positive’ to ’Botrytis disease infection’ detected in the vineyard (Vitis vinifera cv. Loureiro), located in ’Tomiño, Pontevedra’, Gali
cia, Spain.

Fig. 3. Left: Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) composed of DJI M210 and Micasense RedEdge 3 multispectral camera. Right: Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) flight
and detail of the vineyard and vegetation cover.

software, v1.7.6 (Agisoft LLC, St. Petersburg, Russia), to process the
images according to the software provider guidelines. Firstly, the loca
tions of GCPs from the Trimble GNSS were located in the aligned images
to optimise camera positions and orientation data and to improve
orthophoto accuracy. Secondly, the pictures of the calibrated reflectance
panel were identified to adjust the images according to the reflectance
values provided by Micasense, and then the dense point cloud was
created in Ultra High quality. Therefore, the dense point cloud was
generated with the exact resolution as the raw images, without
downscaling.
Initially, the DSM (Digital Surface Model) was generated using the
complete dense point cloud. Moreover, an automatic classification of
ground points and a mesh reconstruction were performed based on
ground points only, generating the DTM (Digital Terrain Model). This
process consisted of two steps: in the first one, the dense cloud was
divided into cells of 10 m, detecting the lowest point within each cell
and triangulating these points to create the terrain model. In the second
step, the DTM is improved by adding new points if they lay within 1 m
distance from the DTM and the angle between it and the line to connect
this new point with a point from a ground class is less than 15º.

Table 2
Centre wavelengths and bandwidth.
Band

Centre

Bandwidth

Blue
Green
Red
Red edge
Near-infrared

475 nm
560 nm
668 nm
717 nm
840 nm

20 nm
20 nm
10 nm
10 nm
40 nm

a solar zenith angle (SZA) of 64º. For accurate reflectance data, pictures
of the provided Micasense calibrated reflectance panel were captured
from directly overhead it immediately before and after the flight. The
UAV’s horizontal speed was 2 m/s, and the flying height was 30 m
above ground level (AGL) with an 80 % overlap. The Ground Sample
Distance (GSD) estimated for the camera profile at the indicated flight
height was 1.67 cm/px. To extend research on this topic and for
reproducibility, the dataset used for this study was made available
(Vélez et al., 2022).
The images were imported into Agisoft Metashape Professional
4
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composed of the pathogen, host and environment. Three components
need to be aligned for a pathogen to develop into an epidemic success
fully: the pathogen must be present, the host must be susceptible, and
the environment must be conducive to the life cycle of the pathogen
(Burchett and Burchett, 2017). Airborne fungal spores can often spread
far away from the primary emission sources (Damialis et al., 2017).
Specifically, airborne Botrytis cinerea spores can be virtually constant in
the atmosphere (Rodríguez-Rajo et al., 2010) and overwinter on several
sources within the vineyard. Therefore, a starting assumption of the
algorithm is that the pathogen Botrytis cinerea is endogenously present in
the vineyard as part of the microbiome environment (Keller et al., 2003;

The computing platform was a high-performance computer with
Linux 64-bit (Ubuntu 20.04.4 LTS). It was equipped with 64 Gb RAM, a
Samsung SSD 860 EVO 1TB and an Intel(R) Core(TM) i9–10940X CPU
processor with 14 cores (28 threads) and a base frequency of 3.30 GHz
(4.80 GHz in Turbo Boost Max mode). Moreover, the computer includes
two Nvidia Titan RTX, each with a Clock of 1770 MHz, 576 Tensor
Cores, 4608 CUDA cores, and 24 GB GDDR6.
2.4. Botrytis risk algorithm
One of the paradigms of plant pathology is the disease triangle,

Fig. 4. – Workflow of the proposed methodology to obtain the Botrytis risk map. The initial inputs are the raw multispectral images and the grid defined by the
distance between plants and rows. The inputs for the disease classifier are the DTM (Digital Terrain Model), CHM (Canopy Height Model), NDVI (Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index) and LAI (Leaf Area Index). Finally, the Botrytis risk map is the predicted heatmap computed using Random Forest and kernel den
sity estimation.
5
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Elmer and Michailides, 2007), meaning that the disease will only
develop if certain optimal conditions are met in the host and the
environment.
Since leaf occlusion is a significant issue and grape clusters are
usually underneath the leaves, an algorithm adapted to the limitations of
nadir UAV multispectral imagery was developed (Fig. 4), processing the
available spectral data to generate valuable information to assess some
of these relevant factors for fungal development. Consequently, the
conditions necessary for the development of the disease were divided
into two main blocks: i) factors dependent on the host, such as canopy
architecture, vine vigour and status, and ii) factors reliant on the
physical environment, such as topography. Since UAV data is also
valuable for topographic analysis based on photogrammetry (Avtar and
Watanabe, 2020), DTM was selected to consider the effect of altitude,
depressions or other changes in the topography that could affect the
microclimate of the plant. Those related to plant development include
LAI, CHM, and NDVI. The leaf area index (LAI) was estimated using
shadows, following the method described by Vélez et al. (2021), without
calibration for this specific vineyard. Therefore, the employed LAI was
consequently a ’relative LAI’ instead of actual LAI values. However, the
absolute LAI values are not required, and the ’relative LAI’ values for
that orthomosaic are sufficient, as the final result is a probability map
specific to this vineyard.
To estimate plant height, CHM was calculated as the difference be
tween the DSM and the DTM (Eq. 1):

on a physical phenomenon (the spatial distribution of a disease), the
kernel density estimation method (Eq. 3) was chosen. For a giv
en X1 , …Xn multivariate data set whose underlying density is to be
estimated:
{
}
n
1 ∑
1
f (x) = d
K (x − Xi )
(3)
nh i=1
h

(1)

In order to define bandwidth h, Likelihood Cross Validation
Bandwidth Selection for the kernel density algorithm was employed. It
generates more appropriate values than other methods when the pattern
predominantly comprises dense clusters instead of single clusters within
random noise (Baddeley et al., 2016), as in the Botrytis case, where in
fections are spread from the source of inoculum. Moreover, it generally
performs better than other algorithms if sample sizes are small (Horne
and Garton, 2006). The algorithm proposed a bandwidth of h = 19.68.
Botrytis cinerea spores can spread from the emission sources, and the
infection is more likely to develop in highly localised zones of disease
pressure that can lead to the collapse of host resistance (Elad et al., 2007;
Elmer and Michailides, 2007). Therefore, areas with dense point clusters
will have higher chances of developing the disease. Heatmaps are a
useful interpolation technique to assess the density of features in a
specific area, showing the intensity of a particular event. This method
calculates the density of points within a neighbourhood by adding the
values of all kernel surfaces where they overlap, adjusting a smoothly
curved area over each feature. If there are no close points to a particular
cell (NoData), value 0 is assigned, meaning that the probability is 0 %.
Finally, the heatmap is divided using the max value to compute final
values ranging from 0 to 1. Thus, 0 % probability to 100% probability of
disease development.
All layers are masked using the same ROI, according to the vineyard
limits.

CHM = DSM − DTM

where f(x) is the estimated density value at location x, n is the number
of points, h is the kernel bandwidth, K is the kernel function, d is the
number of dimensions and Xi is the location of point i. Therefore, (x − Xi )
is the Euclidian distance between each point i and the location of the
density estimator (Silverman, 2018).
KDE can consider the spatial interdependency of data and calculates
the density of points within a neighbourhood by adding the values of all
kernel surfaces, depending on the bandwidth. In such a way, density is
computed as a function of the frequency of points at a location, with a
higher number of clustered points resulting in higher values. Heatmaps
provide an easy way to identify hot spots and clustering of points.
Biweight was selected as kernel function K(u), also known as
Quartic (Eq. 4) since it is usually the default kernel in GIS software and it
tends to produce smoother density maps (Diggle, 2013):
⎧
⎫
⎨ 15(1 − u2 )2 , for|u| < 1 ⎬
K(u) = 16
(4)
⎩
⎭
0, otherwise

The NDVIwas firstly calculated using Red and NIR bands (Eq. 2),
according to the following expression:
NDVI =

(NIR − Red)
(NIR + Red)

(2)

However, NDVI includes any kind of vegetation, such as grapevines
or weeds, without distinction (Avtar and Watanabe, 2020), and since the
vineyard of the study had vegetation cover, NDVI was masked using
CHM > 0.5 m to isolate the grapevine canopy. This step is unnecessary
in a vineyard with bare soil because the grapevine pixels can be
segmented using just NDVI values (Campos et al., 2021) and applying a
certain threshold. After all, vegetation is distinguishable from other
objects such as soil, rocks or dead wood.
In the algorithm workflow, as an initial step, the raw images are
employed to build the point cloud and the orthomosaic, as well as the
NDVI, LAI, DTM, and CHM, as described in Fig. 4. Once all these layers
of information are available, a grid, based on the spacing between plants
and rows (2.5 m x 3 m), is used to extract the information corresponding
to each plant and develop a plant-based analysis. Thus, each tile of the
grid contains one plant. In the next step, the Random Forest (RF) algo
rithm is used as a classification method to predict whether or not Botrytis
will be developed in that plant. It is a supervised machine-learning
method based on decision trees for classification and prediction and
has already proven its usefulness in agriculture (Loggenberg et al., 2018;
Siebring et al., 2019; Geetha et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021). The al
gorithm fits many classification trees into a dataset and then combines
the predictions from all the trees (Kuhn, 2008). The dataset extracted
from the zonal statistics step is used to train the RF algorithm. Each
dataset row represents a plant, and the columns contain each variable
metric (DTM, CHM, LAI, and NDVI). In addition, there is a column
representing the plant’s health status, which allows two labels: ’BOT’
(plants affected by Botrytis) and ’noBOT’ (healthy plants). The ‘status’
column is the one to be predicted by the algorithm while using the
validation dataset.
Subsequently, the centroids of the tiles are computed to transform
them into points, therefore, matching the theoretical location of the
trunk of the plant. Finally, a heatmap is computed using kernel density
estimation (KDE), producing a Botrytis risk map. Since the study is based

2.5. Validation
The 153 grapevine plants assessed were used as a ground-truth
dataset, given that BBR was identified in each cluster. In order to vali
date the Botrytis risk map, a heatmap using ground-truth data was
created employing kernel density estimation utilising the same param
eters (same points and same bandwidth).
Initially, an exploratory data analysis using the Wilcoxon test on
each variable was developed to detect significant differences (p < 0.05)
between groups, healthy vines and vines affected by Botrytis, in each one
of the selected factors.
Next, aiming to compare the estimated heatmap and the heatmap
computed using the ground-truth data, each plant was tested for the
likelihood of being affected by Botrytis. To this end, a calibration (crossvalidated, 50 % split) and validation procedure was used to assess and
6
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compare the ability of the model to predict Botrytis. The coefficient of
determination (R2) was used to indicate how well the model explained
the observed results, validating the model’s performance and the ac
curacy of the generated Botrytis risk map. This process was performed
firstly using the location of the plants. Secondly, the results were vali
dated in the ground points where Botrytis was detected because BBR can
affect several clusters in each plant. Finally, since field measurements
are punctual, 100 random points were generated within the ROI.
All image, statistical, and data analyses were carried out using QGIS
(version 3.22. X, QGIS developer team 2022), and R software (version
4.2. X, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, R Core Team 2019,
Vienna, Austria), including packages spatstat, randomForest, raster, rgdal,
sf, rgeos, caret and caTools, obtained from the Comprehensive R Archive
Network (CRAN).

in classifying the data. In this work, the most important factor is LAI
(Fig. 7), followed by CHM and DTM. The least important factor was
NDVI.
3.3. Heatmap generation – Botrytis risk map
Fig. 8 presents the results of the global workflow, including the
generated products for the Botrytis risk algorithm. It shows the raw
multispectral images and how they are employed according to the 2D
and 3D assessments. First, the NDVI and the shadows used for
computing the LAI were derived from the orthophoto; meanwhile, the
DTM and CHM were produced using the dense point cloud. Then, the
predicted heatmap was computed using Random Forest and kernel
density estimation, and it was compared with the heatmap calculated
using ground-truth data.
Fig. 9 presents the heatmaps (Botrytis risk maps) generated using
kernel density estimation. The left map was built using the ground-truth
data, and the right map was made using the Random Forest classification
model results. The scale bar shows the relationship between the colour
of each pixel displayed on the map and the probability values, where
blue represents 0 % probability, and red indicates 100 % probability of
Botrytis development.
Furthermore, the estimated probabilities of Botrytis development
were compared with the observed values to assess the accuracy of the
Botrytis risk algorithm. Fig. 10a shows the correlation using the locations
of the plants within the ROI (according to the plant and row distance),
resulting in an R2 = 0.71. Fig. 10b illustrates a correlation of R2 = 0.68,
using only the ground points where Botrytis was detected. Finally,
Fig. 10c shows the correlation using 100 random points generated
within the ROI, giving an R2 = 0.72.

3. Results
3.1. Exploratory analysis
First, the grid based on the spacing between plants and rows was
employed to extract the information corresponding to each plant. In this
way, NDVI, LAI, DTM, and CHM values were calculated on a plant-based
approach. Table 3 shows an example of values used for statistical
analysis.
An exploratory data analysis using the Wilcoxon test on each vari
able shows that there were significant differences (p < 0.05) between
healthy vines (’noBOT’) and vines affected by Botrytis (’BOT’) in each
one of the selected variables, confirming the initial assumption of inte
grating these variables in the model (Fig. 5). In this way, significant
differences were found in the NDVI, with a mean value of 0.80 for plants
affected by Botrytis and 0.78 for healthy plants. For the CHM, the mean
values were 1.49 m for plants affected by Botrytis and 1.40 m for healthy
plants. The DTM was generated with high accuracy (R2 > 0.99, RMSE <
0.05), and the mean values were 72.32 m and 73.87 m for plants
affected by Botrytis and healthy plants, respectively. The minimum
altitude was 67.14 m, and the maximum was 75.76 m. And finally, the
LAI values of plants affected by Botrytis were 0.51 and 0.38 for healthy
plants.

4. Discussion
4.1. Exploratory analysis
The exploratory study confirms that the four variables included in
the algorithm were suitable for the model. The mean values for some
variables were very similar, i.e. NDVI, with a difference of only 0.02
between the two groups. However, they all showed clear significant
differences (p-value < 0.05). Other variables, such as LAI, showed a
remarkable difference (0.51 vs 0.38), implying that plants affected by
BBR had 25 % more LAI than those without it.
Regarding the vegetation indices, higher NDVI values are related to
higher BBR incidence, confirming at harvest the results that Pañitrur-De
la Fuente et al. (2020) found at veraison. It is well known that NDVI
provides insights into vine vigour (Fuentes et al., 2014; Gatti et al.,
2017; Campos et al., 2019, 2021; Pádua et al., 2019), which interacts
with climate and microclimate, and it is positively correlated with BBR
incidence at harvest (Valdés-Gómez et al., 2008) with high vigour vines
showing more incidence of BBR and low vigour vines showing the lowest
incidence (Ferrer et al., 2020). In addition, less vigorous and weaker
grapevines tend to have less compact clusters and grapes with more
tannins in the skin (Keller, 2015), which is closely related to the results
of Pañitrur-De la Fuente et al. (2020), who found that reduced NDVI led
to a significant rise in skin tannin content in herbaceous grapes at
veraison, enhancing the biochemical defence mechanisms of the fruit
due to the higher tannin composition of the berry skin. This finding is
consistent with previous scientific literature because the total tannin
content of grape skins affects fungal development and berry infection
(Deytieux-Belleau et al., 2009).
As for the contribution of the height of the canopy to the disease
development, the plants affected by BBR had higher CHM values than
the healthy plants (1.49 m vs 1.40 m), supporting that high height
values modify the exposure to radiation, affecting the microclimate of
the cluster and contributing to the emergence of the disease.
Concerning the topography of the terrain, the results align with the

3.2. Random forest classification
Once the consistency of using the cited variables is confirmed, the
Random Forest algorithm is used as a classification method to predict
whether or not Botrytis will be developed in that plant. To this end, RF
was configured considering all variables (NDVI, CHM, DTM and LAI),
the number of trees was set to 500, with a split ratio of 0.75, and all other
parameters have been selected to default settings.
Fig. 6 shows the confusion matrix, categorising the predicted values
(Y-axis) against the true values (X-axis). It is generated using Random
Forest values based on the Out of bag (OOB) score, where 58 plants were
assessed in total (0.75 split ratio). The results show a classification error
of 0.19 when Random Forest predicts the presence of disease (’BOT’)
and 0.4 when Random Forest predicts there is no disease (’noBOT’) with
an OOB estimate of the error rate of 29.31 %.
The variable importance test shows how important each variable is
Table 3
Example with values used for statistical analysis. NDVI (Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index, dimensionless), CHM (Canopy Height Model, m: meters),
DTM (Digital Terrain Model, meters), LAI (Leaf Area Index, dimensionless).
Label: ’BOT’ (plants with BBR) and ’noBOT’ (plants without BBR).
Plant id

NDVI

CHM

DTM

LAI

Label

62
63
67

0.777047
0.806472
0.722251

1.537478
1.438717
1.255826

75.28817
75.29755
74.98823

0.465191
0.478284
0.094943

noBOT
BOT
noBOT
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Fig. 5. Boxplots. Top-left: NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, dimensionless), top-right: CHM (Canopy Height Model, m: meters), bottom-left: DTM
(Digital Terrain Model, meters), bottom-right: LAI (Leaf Area Index, dimensionless). Groups: ’BOT’ (plants with BBR) and ’noBOT’ (plants without BBR). Significance
level: p-value< 0.05 (Wilcoxon test).

Baeza et al., 2010; Bois et al., 2017). Therefore, this variable is critical
and very interesting to be monitored since the vineyard manager can
more easily influence the LAI than the other variables studied, i.e. by
removing leaves (Creasy and Creasy, 2009). In this sense, Botrytis cinerea
infection progression rate is slower when plants are subjected to leaf
removal management (Würz et al., 2021), confirming that the leaf area
is closely related to the development of the disease.
4.2. Botrytis risk algorithm
So far, the results highlighted in this article are consistent with other
literature results (White, 2015; Pañitrur-De la Fuente et al., 2020; Würz
et al., 2020), showing that vine vigour, topography, canopy architecture
and plant status assessed using vegetation indices are key features to
better understanding the probability of being affected by BBR.
Based on the computed values of DTM, CHM, NDVI, and LAI,
Random Forest was able to predict whether a plant would develop BBR
or not with an estimated error rate of 29.31 %. According to the variable
importance test, the Random Forest classification ranked the most
relevant variables as LAI, CHM, DTM and NDVI. Mean Decrease Accu
racy indicates how much the accuracy drops down when a variable is left
out of the model. The more the accuracy is impacted, the more critical
the variable is for modelling. On the other hand, the Mean Decrease Gini
is a variable-importance measure based on the Gini impurity index that
is used to calculate tree splits. It is a measurement of the contribution
made by each variable to the homogeneity of the resulting Random
Forest’s nodes and leaves, and, once more, the greater the score, the
more significant the variable is in the model.
The results are consistent with what has been discussed above, as leaf
area is closely related to the development of BBR and other cryptogamic
diseases, affecting the microclimate around grape clusters (Hidalgo,
2006; Creasy and Creasy, 2009; Bois et al., 2017; Würz et al., 2020). In
contrast, NDVI was the least related variable, which could be caused by
the connection of NDVI with other factors than vigour, such as other
diseases (Daglio et al., 2022), water status (Cancela et al., 2017; Ferrer

Fig. 6. Confusion matrix generated using Random Forest values based on OOB
data. 58 plants were assessed in total. Groups: ’BOT’ (plants with BBR) and
’noBOT’ (plants without BBR).

initial hypothesis that it affects the development of the disease. Areas
with lower altitudes are related to a higher development of Botrytis
cinerea, showing an average difference of 1.5 m altitude between
infected and non-infected plants. One hypothesis could be that, in the
same area, bottom areas are more likely to accumulate cold air and high
relative humidity (White, 2015), which promotes the appearance of
liquid water and favourable conditions for the development of the fun
gus. In this vineyard, the minimum altitude is 67.14 m, and the
maximum is 75.76 m; however, this factor will probably not be relevant
in a vineyard on flat terrain or with slight slopes.
And finally, with regard to canopy architecture, BBR-affected plants
had, on average, 25 % higher LAI values than healthy plants. This result
is explained mainly by the architecture of the canopy, which defines the
microclimate of the plant and the cluster, affecting key factors such as
sun exposure and relative humidity around the cluster (Hidalgo, 2006;
8
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Fig. 7. Variable importance test generated from Random Forest, showing mean decrease accuracy and mean decrease Gini. NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index, dimensionless), CHM (Canopy Height Model, m: meters), DTM (Digital Terrain Model, meters), LAI (Leaf Area Index, dimensionless).

Fig. 8. Botrytis risk algorithm workflow, including generated products. The raw multispectral images were assessed using a 2D and 3D approach. The NDVI and the
shadows for computing the LAI were derived from the orthophoto. Next, the DTM and CHM were calculated using the dense point cloud. Finally, the predicted
heatmap was computed using Random Forest (RF) and kernel density estimation, and it was compared with the heatmap computed using GT (ground-truth) data.
NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, dimensionless), CHM (Canopy Height Model, m: meters), DTM (Digital Terrain Model, meters), LAI (Leaf Area Index,
dimensionless).

et al., 2020) or the difficulty for NDVI to assess crop vigour when the
ratio soil/canopy in the images is relevant (Matese and Di Gennaro,
2021). Nevertheless, NDVI was used in the present work because it is
one of the most widely used indexes (Giovos et al., 2021) and, as
mentioned earlier, its relation to Botrytis cinerea development
(Pañitrur-De la Fuente et al., 2020). However, future algorithm versions
could incorporate other vegetation indices or spectral information.
Furthermore, Random Forest has been employed in this work, but future
versions could modify this classifier using different machine learning
algorithms.

At first glance, the Botrytis risk map resulting from the proposed al
gorithm was quite similar to the heatmap obtained from the groundtruth data (Fig. 9), with a red hotspot in the north part of the vineyard
and a blue depression in the south. In addition, it shows clear zones that
highlight Botrytis risk areas which are probably related to variations in
the input variables employed for the model. In other words, in terms of
risk, the top part of the vineyard is more vulnerable to BBR develop
ment, with two zones in the vineyard: the northern and southern, with
the highest and the lowest probability scores, respectively. These two
regions were also visible on the LAI and DTM maps, showing clear
9
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Fig. 9. Left: Heatmap generated using ground-truth data. Right: Heatmap generated using Random Forest prediction. The points are the positions of the plants,
according to the plant and row distance.

Fig. 10. Botrytis risk estimated vs predicted correlations according to heatmaps. Sample points: (a) Plants (b) Botrytis ground-truth points (c) Random Points within
the ROI. Significance level: p-value< 0.05.
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spatial patterns, with different sections consistent with the observations
in the field (Fig. 8).
Both maps show high heterogeneity in the Botrytis risk assessment
regarding spatial variability. This heterogeneity could be explained due
to topography and vegetative development differences. Low LAI values
and the absence of enough relative humidity to reach the dew point
could be limiting factors related to the disease development that may
explain the observed results. Furthermore, the vineyard experiences a
slight depression in the northern part of the field, as can be visually
appreciated in the DTM model, also overlapping with the LAI map,
suggesting that these two variables are correlated. Not surprisingly,
topography is essential for plant development since it affects critical
factors such as water availability and soil variations related to the
transport of soil materials to lower elevations (White, 2015).
The main advantage of plotting the information as heatmaps is get
ting a more precise spatial interpretation of the variation of Botrytis risk
throughout the vineyard. Moreover, it also eases the visual comparison
with the ground-truth data, giving an idea of the ability of the model to
assess risk areas and produce helpful outputs for the vineyard manager.
Additionally, a statistical analysis (Fig. 10) shows that the values are
very similar for all sampling types (plants, ground data or random
points). The coefficient of determination is very similar for each
approach, ranging from 0.68 to 0.71, so it can be considered that the
spatial consistency is good, especially bearing in mind that only UAV
imagery was used. However, the proposed model underestimates the
risk of Botrytis for all probability values. The explanation may lie in a
number of factors, and it is hard to explain whether it is due to the
variables used, the machine learning algorithm or the nature of the
particular data of this vineyard. Still, the present article aims to propose
a new and useful methodology to assess Botrytis risk in the vineyard,
with agronomical significance: not to fit the data perfectly but to un
derstand the relationship between the employed variables and the pro
posed methodology.
As previously stated, it is clearly recognised that there are more
factors influencing the Botrytis development, especially weatherdependent variables such as rainfall or fogs combined with low tem
peratures leading to high relative humidity that contribute to the pres
ence of free water on the surfaces, promoting the appearance of the
disease (Williamson et al., 1995; Cotoras et al., 2009), as well as its
aggressiveness, as they facilitate the formation of secondary infections
via asexual conidia from sporulating host tissues. However, it is hard to
estimate this information using UAV nadir images, requiring other in
formation sources, computing techniques or sensors. Therefore, one of
the limitations of the study is that the workflow does not include
weather information, which indeed impacts the development of fungal
diseases in vineyards. Another limitation would be that since this study
considers a spatial approach, the quality and accuracy of the result will
depend on the type, quality and resolution of the sensor and flight
height. Finally, another limitation of the method is that all the factors
considered in the workflow, except elevation, change throughout the
year with the phenological cycle of the vineyard. Therefore, it is
important to bear in mind the date of the mission, as the drone images
are taken in missions programmed on specific dates and therefore do not
perform continuous measurements like other kinds of sensors that can be
installed in the field, such as weather or soil moisture sensors.
Nevertheless, the interest and novelty of the present work are based
on the use of a single source of information (UAV nadir images) which,
through different data processing methods, allows the creation of a
Botrytis risk map to assess the spatial variability of the disease and can be
very useful for the vineyard manager. So far, other Botrytis cinerea
models published in the literature rely on individual instruments
(Rodríguez-Rajo et al., 2010; González-Domínguez et al., 2015; Molitor
et al., 2016; Reich et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2019; Fedele et al., 2020), such
as relative humidity, soil moisture or temperature sensors, in very few
locations, measuring information at that exact place for a certain period.
Indeed, used wisely, these models can lead to a phytosanitary reduction

related to fewer treatments due to the estimation of the optimal moment
to carry them out, but at specific points in the vineyard, without
considering the within-field spatial variability. Therefore, considering
the spatial differences within the vineyard related to the physical
environment and plant growth can lead to more efficient use of phyto
sanitary products and better site-specific management.
Hence, two novel points have been achieved with the proposed
approach and are key contributions to help in Botrytis cinerea control.
The first is the proposal of a methodology to assess the spatial variability
and the probability of Botrytis development in a vineyard, which takes
advantage of imaging technologies, providing detailed information for
each point on the field. To our knowledge, this is the first time that is
considered an assessment of the BBR affection based on the study of risk
maps derived from multispectral imagery, mapping the probability of
Botrytis cinerea occurrence as a function of development factors. This
method could benefit vineyard managers because detecting hot spots
can be as important as knowing when the disease starts. The second key
contribution is that this approach is based on risk assessment, comple
mentary to other models, allowing a combination to optimise phytosa
nitary treatments by identifying the right time and place.
Finally, as noted in the present work, all the variables studied
(vigour, height of the canopy, topography and canopy architecture)
followed the expected behaviour, showing consistent values according
to the classification group, that is, infected or healthy plants. Therefore,
since the algorithm is based on biophysical variables that affect the
development of the disease, there is a strong chance that this result will
be observed in the majority of vineyards.
In future works, vineyards with different slopes should be studied to
assess the effect of different slopes and altitudes since it is a determining
variable for the explanation of the spatial variability of the disease.
Another potential step forward could be the mentioned combination
with the previously cited models to improve the prediction of Botrytis. In
other words, one of the main strengths of the proposed methodology is
that it could be complementary to other models (González-Domínguez
et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2019; Fedele et al., 2020), i.e. including them as a
prerequisite for disease development before the spatial analysis.
Therefore, it will be possible to create prescription maps derived from
sensors and imagery to control the disease effectively. This point should
be included in any systems modelling approach for managing BBR,
aiming for higher operational efficiency and reducing phytosanitary
treatments, as well as economic costs. The present work presents a
methodology toward accomplishing this goal that could be transferable
to other woody crops, with a particular interest in evaluating other
fungal diseases, as some depend on similar variables. In particular, the
diseases produced by Uncinula necator and Plasmopara viticola, other
fungi of great interest in viticulture. Further studies can also extend the
algorithm by combining it with weather information or by including
several flight missions throughout the year to capture imagery over
several periods, thereby taking advantage of the benefits of time series
analysis.
5. Conclusions
The presented Botrytis risk algorithm generates probability maps that
may support vineyard managers in understanding the spatial variability
of the disease. Thus, it enables the spatial 2D visualisation of the risk of
BBR disease development, using UAV imagery as input. It combines
photogrammetric and spatial analysis techniques, machine learning
classification methods, and deep vineyard-related agronomic
knowledge.
Several variables were selected as inputs to develop an algorithm
that produces a heatmap using KDE to measure the risk of Botrytis
development in vineyards. The variables employed as inputs were DTM,
NDVI, CHM and LAI, estimated from the UAV images. They represent
the height and architecture of the canopy, the topography and the plant
status. Healthy vines were significantly different from vines affected by
11
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Botrytis (p < 0.05) in each of these variables, supporting the consistency
of using these inputs for the model. Furthermore, the generated heatmap
could explain the risk of Botrytis development in the vineyard with
acceptable accuracy (R2 > 0.7), based on studying the spatial variability
of the considered variables.
One key benefit of the presented methodology is that it takes
advantage of imaging technologies that provide information about any
location in the field, not only about specific points in the vineyard, such
as the information given by humidity or temperature sensors. It is a
promising tool demonstrating that UAV imagery alone can measure the
within-field variability of Botrytis risk development using multispectral
imagery. Furthermore, it is a first step that highlights the importance of
bearing in mind the risk linked to the spatial variability of the vineyard
(where and how the disease develops) and not only the risk of disease
onset (when the disease starts), which other models have already
considered.
Further studies may include flights at earlier phenological stages to
create early Botrytis risk maps, or they could consist of several flights
throughout the year to assess the seasonal evolution of the heatmap.
Moreover, additional variables monitored from other sources, such as
ground sensors, could be included in the model to improve the accuracy.
However, these variables must be of agronomic significance, or they
could lead to noisier maps.
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